MoASBO Executive Finance Forum - November 14-16, 2021, Camden on the Lake
CPE Session Listing & Information

Sessions and schedule are subject to change.

Session Name

Session Description.

Learning Objective #1 Learning Objective #2 Learning Objective #3 Session Speaker(s)

Session Start
Date/Time

Session CPE Track
Locatio
n

*Working with Others:
Can't We All Just Get
Along?

Workplace conflict is never easy! As
administrators, many of us prefer to ignore or
avoid these situations instead of dealing with
them. In this session, you'll learn causes of
conflict and how you can increase your own
capacity to effectively work with others as well
as effectively help others so they can build
collaborative and positive relationships.
Answering the question, “Where does the
money come from to support my school
district?” shouldn’t be so difficult! In this session,
you’ll review the sources of revenue and receive
tips for providing a simple answer to a complex
question.
Does applying for the MBA or the Pathway to the
MBA intimidate you? Or, do you wonder why the
MBA is such a big deal? In this session you’ll hear
from someone who has received this award
multiple times. Learn how this process can help
build trust and improve communication with
stakeholders.

Identify the main causes of Explain your role and
conflict and what you can responsibilities when it
do to mitigate it.
comes to workplace
conflict

Increase your skills to
Patty Corum
handle yourself and others
during conflict.

Nov. 15, 2021
10:45-11:35 a.m.

Gravois/
Osage
Room

Personnel/Human
Resources

Differentiate the sources
of revenue for Missouri
public schools in simple
terms

Describe (in ways that
non-finance people can
understand) how the
different sources of
revenue are used.

Explain how to adapt the Ron Orr
same revenue information
to various external and
internal audiences.

Nov. 15, 2021
1:00-1:50 p.m.

Gravois/
Osage
Room

Communication
and Marketing

Discuss the purpose and
design of the Meritorious
Budget Award.

Identify the components List the components of the Paul Kelly
of the Executive Summary Organizational, Financial
for a budget proposal.
and Organizational
Sections of the budget
plan.

Nov. 15, 2021
2:00 - 2:50 p.m.

Osage

Finance

*#Where the Money
Comes From: What Your
Audiences Need to Know

*#Creating an AwardWinning Budget

*#Management of School
Facilities: Funding
Methods for Construction
Projects
*#Telling the Financial
Story of Public Education

*#Legal Hot Topics

When it comes to funding construction projects,
it's important to know what options are
available. In this session, you'll learn about the
various funding methods and how to determine
which one is the best for your district's projects.
When you talk about public education funding,
what types of data do you use? In this session,
you will learn about resources for data and how
to use data to explain education issues that nonfinance people can understand.
This session will examine the coming (hopefully!)
post-pandemic legal landscape and how schools
should prepare for the same. ESSER fund
auditing, contracting requirements, data privacy
concerns and fraud prevention will be the focus
of this session as we discuss how to manage the
legal risks that will accompany the transition to a
post-pandemic world.

List options for funding
construction projects.

Identify and evaluate
which options are
applicable to different
projects.

Explain the legal
requirements for the
various options.

Tom Pisarkiewicz

Nov. 16, 2021
8:00 - 8:50 p.m.

Gravois/
Osage
Room

Finance

Summarize sources of data
for public education
funding to help you explain
education issues

Explain the history of K-12
funding so your audiences
have a better
understanding how and
why funding has changed.
Understand core legal
requirements for
contracting with public
school districts.

Discuss the correlation
between education and
future earnings.

Mark Tallman

Nov. 16, 2021
9:00 - 9:50 a.m.

Gravois/
Osage
Room

Communication
and Marketing

Nov. 16, 2021
10:00 - 10:50 a.m.

Gravois/
Osage
Room

Business Law

Identify potential legal
risks for public school
districts that may arise
from transitioning to a
post-pandemic world.

Understand and manage
John Reynolds
the risk of fraud and audits Celynda Brasher
arising from the use of
ESSER funding.

